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 An open-source software framework called the storage benchmark kit (SBK) 

is used to store the system benchmarking performance framework. The SBK 

is designed to perform any storage client or device using any data type as a 

payload. SBK simultaneously helps number of readers as well as writes to 

the storage system of large amounts of data as well as allows end-to-end 

latency benchmarking for multiple writers and readers. The SBK uses 

standardized performance measures for comparing and evaluating various 

storage systems and their combinations. Distributed file systems, distributed 

database systems, single or local node databases, systems of object storage, 

platforms of distributed streaming and messaging, and systems of key-value 

storage are the storage solutions supported by SBK. The SBK supports 

various storage systems like XFS, Kafka streaming storage systems, and 

Hadoop distributed file system (HDFS) performance benchmarking. The 

experimental results show that a proposed method achieves execution time 

of 65.530 s, 40.826 s and 30.351 s for the 100k, 500k and 1000k files 

respectively which ensures better improvement than the existing methods 

such as simple data interface and distributed data protection system. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The data storage community plays a crucial part in aiming the large-scale data storage system 

authenticity as well as mostly used in a large number of applications and systems [1]. The faster development 

of logistics technologies and e-commerce businesses need automated storage and retrieval systems (AS/RSs). 

The close storage area, high throughput capacity as well as flexible system structure has widely used in 

storage systems [2]. Storing and retrieving a large number of data can be retrieved in the cloud anytime and 

anywhere as well as from any other device, which will be stored in the form of encryption [3]. Due to a large 

number of nodes, the data can be unfamiliar by storing the data at sometimes [4]. The ancient individual-deep 

warehouses can store the products or items in an individual-deep framework and utilize a storage as well as 

retrieval machine provided in the path to serve pair of frameworks. The storage system has a greater storage 

and retrieval efficiency, however, but wide storage space is employed to store data [5]. Various innovative 

automated storage and retrieval systems are introduced in past years. The few storages system has faced 

some drawbacks such as greater basement use, flexible throughput capacity, low-cost investment, double and 

multiple deep automated storage/retrieval systems, individual vehicle system, and so on [6], [7]. The recent 

material handling system acquire the compact storage structure named the framework of multiple 

dimensional storage when compared to the ancient individual deep warehousing system [8]. An open-source 
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storage benchmark kit (SBK) is an efficient storage performance benchmarking method. The SBK helps 

performance benchmarking by different mode of implementation named burst mode, rate limiter mode as 

well as latency mode of end-to-end [9], [10]. This kit helps different storage systems named Apache 

bookkeeper, Hadoop distributed file systems (HDFS), NATS and streaming, RocketMQ, ActiveMQ Artemis, 

RabbitMQ, Apache Pulsar, and NSQ as well as streaming storage systems [11], [12]. As well as it supports 

the database system performance benchmarking named Apache Derby, MySQL, Microsoft SQL as well as 

SQLite by Java Database Connectivity [13]. In existing Kafka (version 2.3.0), the producer and consumer 

benchmark tool are utilized for writing and reading performance and helps only producer or writer as well as 

consumer or reader. Hence, in real-time application, there will be multiple approaches as clear out or reading 

data from or to an individual Kafka client [14]. The synchronization of various threads minimizes the 

benchmark tool’s robustness and it does not capable to clear out the amount of data to the Kafka client [15]. 

But in these research, additional process for performance improvement is automatically intricate a process 

like consumed much memory or computation cost. 

The performance benchmarking systems supported both the persistent and distributed key-value 

stores in the database. SBK can often return the throughput and latencies of read or write results to the 

Grafana analytics framework by using investigation methods as well as providing performance graphs [16]. 

Bhat [17] implemented a framework of FUSE using the system of the file, called fumy. This file system was 

used for the large multimedia efficient storage as small-sized splinters and effectively merge them for 

retrieval. This system used the service providers for helping quality-of-service (QoS) in downloading when 

controlling the quality-of-experience (QoE) in streaming. The advantage of this method was not only 

validating but also evaluating the performance of fumy by combining workloads. However, the fumy may 

violate the namespace and produce a disparity in flawless fumy working. Liu et al. [18] developed a storage 

connector integration for various storage systems that computes storage systems based on new connector 

creation. These connector integrations with the service of Globus information transfer permit the movement 

of information over different storage systems in a mode of “fire-and-forget”. This method does not require 

extended hardware as well as it reduces the minimization of cost. But the extended read operations can cause 

the performance even if a connector was placed randomly from the storage of the cloud. Rafique et al. [19] 

implemented a flexible and generic data access method of CryptDICE, that runs in a distributed fashion and 

assures the protection of fine-grained data on the application. This method permits the various types of search 

and aggregation queries execution by the encrypted data for a large number of various NoSQL databases. 

The advantage of CryptDICE was a lightweight service, that minimizes the management complexity in the 

database engine. But this method was not created to generate ciphertexts by which efficient computations can 

be performed. He et al. [20] developed a deep reinforcement algorithm (double and dueling deep Q network) 

for solving the problem of multi-item retrieval in the system, with basic settings, where, multiple desired 

items, I/O points as well as escorts are located unevenly. Moreover, a basic compact model of integer 

programming was developed to evaluate the quality of the solution. The advantage of this method was fully 

exploited and also integrate existing exact as well as heuristic algorithms, but this method has time 

complexity in training the process.   

Li et al. [21] presented a storage method for a new sparse matrix known as the variable blocked-σ-

SIMD method (VBSF) for the efficient use of vectorization. This method was built by combining adjacent 

nonzero components under particular standards into different blocks of size as well as padding like zero 

components. This method provided a storage method feasibility for the basic sparse matrix. The advantage of 

this method was utilizing the simple vectorization process and easily reusing the data but, the fixed-sized 

blocks make difficulties in zero padding. Chen and Xu [22] presented an applicable performance comparison 

of multiple open-source as well as public domain erasure coding libraries namely Jerasure and Intel’s ISA-L 

for RS code and implemented a STAR code. This method aimed to give a guideline data storage practitioner 

when selecting a suitable erasure code for the functions and methods of storage. This method achieves better 

performance by using the instructions of SMID as well as providing less computation however STAR code 

decoding complexity has increased. Munegowda and Kumar [23] implemented and designed the open-source 

SBK framework. This framework supports the constant and distributed key-value storage performance 

benchmarking named RocksDB and FoundationDB. The benchmarking results of periodic logging were 

implemented to the analytic platform of Grafana by the monitoring systems of Prometheus. The advantage of 

this framework provides stability in both Kafka and HDFS as well as enhanced benchmarking performance. 

From the overall analysis, the above section contains some limitations such as fumy may violate the 

namespace and produce a disparity in flawless fumy working, time complexity in training the process, less 

computation, and fixed-sized blocks that make difficulties in zero padding, the decoding complexity had 

increased. The proposed SBK with a large number of files is utilized to overcome the limitations of the 

existing methods. The SBK utilizes the software of a micrometer interface to record results to the monitoring 

system of Prometheus. The Grafana analytics method acquires the benchmark results from the monitoring 

system of Prometheus. 
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The major contribution of this research is listed as follows: initially, storage benchmark kit 

implementation and design are described in this study. To exhibit the performance benchmark abilities of 

Kafka, SBK, XFS file system as well as HDFS performance benchmarking are managed. Then, the XFS is 

the constant file system, which is chosen for benchmarking performance for the file storage retrieval system. 

The Kafka with 15 divisions, 3 duplicates in that two are coincident duplicates by hardware configuration are 

used for the benchmarking performance. Also, HDFS is constant and greater achieving in file systems in 

addition, Kafka is constant and achieves better in groups of distributed storage. 

The rest of the paper is arranged as follows: section 2 discussed proposed method. section 3 explains 

the SBK performance processor. The results and analysis are discussed in section 4 and section 5 presents the 

overall conclusion of this paper. 

 

 

2. PROPOSED METHOD 

This proposed method shows the design and implementation of internal components of the SBK for 

efficient storage performance. This method includes SBK benchmark, callback (Push) Asynchronous readers, 

data type handler, storage interface and driver, processor of SBK performance, and finally result logger. 

Figure 1 shows the design of SBK. 
 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Design of SBK 

 

 

2.1.  SBK benchmark 

 SBK processes and parses user application provided, command line parameters. The SBK designs 

the multiple readers and writers as well as a constituent called “SBK performance processor”. The SBK 

initiates callback asynchronous readers for distributed storage system’s messaging platforms named 

RabbitMQ as well as RocketMQ to file storage system. 
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2.2.  Readers/callback (push) Asynchronous readers and writers 

The SBK performance processor initiates read-and-write operations of performance benchmarking 

[24]. These constituents implement the burst mode/max throughput and rate limiter mode to evaluate 

different latencies under the mode of end-to-end latency as well as records or events rate (throughput). This 

process can be utilized to examine the amount of time (duration) utilized among the reader and writer as well 

as identify the similar data record to be utilized.  

 

2.3.  Data type handler 

Data type handler [25] describes data types as well as technique or performance to process data. 

Byte Array, Protocol buffers, Java NIO Byte Buffer as well as Java String are the illustrations of the data 

type handlers. A Byte Array is utilized for serialization as well as deserialization of a data. The protocol 

buffers are unattainable for any situation, in which required to structure as serialize, record-like-typed data in 

language and platform neutral as well as expandable manner. These majorly utilized for describing 

communication protocols as well as storage of data. 

 

2.4.  Storage interface and driver 

Storage benchmark kit describes as well as executes the deficiency techniques for the storage 

interface which is enlarged as well as utilized a usage as well as insertion storage driver to all client or device 

of the storage. The constituent of the insertion storage driver [26] describes the operations of the read or write 

of the storage device or client. An individual storage constituent executes a single or variety of detail storage 

clients or devices. The insertion storage driver either selects accessible or describes current usage data type 

handlers.  

 

 

3. STORAGE BENCHMARK KIT PROCESSOR 

A novel methodology is proposed for the implementation and design of SBK. To exhibit the 

performance benchmark abilities of Kafka, SBK, XFS file system as well as HDFS are managed by 

embarrassing the data to the devise storage. The XFS is the constant file system, which is chosen for 

benchmarking performance for the file storage retrieval system. The main idea of the SBK processor is the 

process of measuring the storage device performance such as how quickly it can read and write the data. The 

storage benchmark estimates number of operations performed by name node per second than HDFS. 

Particularly for every operation tested, it relays running time as well as throughput. The storage benchmark 

kit solves synchronization problems among several readers, and writers as well as reaction threads that are 

designed consequent to the asynchronous read or write completion operations. These constituents utilize the 

number of concurrent queues to store a data record enclosing performance value named initial time, finishing 

time, record numbers as well as byte numbers in the total record numbers to single or multiple operations of 

read or write. The Java concurrent linked queue gives the thread-safe as well as wait-free/non-blocking 

application programming interfaces [27] to enqueuing or dequeuing operations. Multiple response read/write 

completion threads or readers and writers enqueue a execution values to number of concurrent linked queues. 

But an individual direction called “latency and throughput aggregator” [28] deques stored performance 

values from these number of synchronous linked queues to estimate values of latency as well as throughput. 

This deque values of stored values from number of synchronous linked queues to evaluate values of 

throughput and latency. The storage benchmark kit handles the response read or write time as the value of 

latency. The counts of latency are stored in that latency values in the array are utilized for index. The counts 

that are taken out for latency are stored in the format of the array to be utilized for an index and it is extracted 

for the latency percentiles evaluation. This evaluation method is utilized in SBK which is simulated by the 

algorithm of counting-sort with the Big O (maximum latency) time complexity. 

 

3.1.  Result logger 

This constituent receives results like throughput, average and maximum values and percentiles of 

latency for each agreed time duration from a performance SBK processor constituent. The results are 

recorded to the device of local output. A SBK utilizes the software of a micrometer interface to record results 

to the monitoring system of Prometheus. The Grafana analytics method acquires the benchmark results from 

the monitoring system of Prometheus.    

Test distributed file system input-output TestDFSIO tool utilizes a Map-Reduce framework or 

programming approach and thus achieved much similarity for HDFS tasks. But, SBK utilizes HDFS stream 

APIs rather than Map-Reduce. The HDFS is fault-tolerant and developed to perform on minimum expensive, 

martial hardware. HDFS gives maximum throughput data access to application data and is relevant for 

applications that have large data sets as well as permits streaming retrieve to file system data in Hadoop. 
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In this study, the proposed method is replicated using the SBK with the system requirements. 

The SBK is evaluated by using Java 8, it is open source in a repository of GitHub as well as this Docker 

images are available in this hub. SBK release version 0.8 is utilized to file system benchmarking performance 

as well as HDFS and Kafka is depicted in this method. SBK source code can be improved by details of guide 

lining the SBK GitHub for an open-source developer as well as a new driver is added for benchmarking the 

performance of another storage system. The software and hardware configuration of the experimental setup 

of file system performance benchmarking is operating system: RHEL version 7.4, RAM: 350 GB.  

The experimental result was evaluated by using the metrics such as accuracy and time. 

Accuracy: A measure of ratio of all correct classifications to total number of classifications and it is 

expressed by (1), 

 

𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 =  
𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
 (1) 

 

Table 1 and Figure 2 represent the number of requested keywords to the mean of time. This 

concerning the number of keywords comparisons shows predictive performance that consistently improves 

number of keywords. Table 1 and Figure 2 represents the interaction plot accuracy of the number of 

candidate keyword to the real keywords. The performance calculation result is shown in Table 1. 

 

 

Table 1. Candidate keyword number with real keyword of accuracy 
No. of keywords 0 1 2 3 4 

The mean of time (sec) 1 3 5 7 9 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Candidate keyword number with real keyword of the plot for accuracy 
 

 

Table 2 and Figure 3 represent the number of requested keywords to the mean of time. This 

regarding the number of keywords in contrast shows forecasting performance consistently improving the 

keywords. Table 2 and Figure 3 represents the interaction plot accuracy for time matching of the number of 

candidate keyword to the real keywords. The performance calculation result is depicted in Table 2.  

 

 

Table 2. Candidate keyword number with real keywords for time matching 
No. of keywords Mean of time (sec) 

1 0 

3 1 
5 2 

7 3 

 

 

Table 3 and Figure 4 represents the number of real keywords vs. significance. This regarding the 

number of keywords in contrast shows forecasting performance consistently improves the keywords. The 

performance calculation result is depicted in Table 3.  
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Table 4 and Figure 5 represents the number of request keyword to the time for the operating 

matching. This regarding to number of keywords comparisons shows predictive performance that time for 

matching. The performance calculation result is shown Table 4. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Candidate keyword number with real keywords of plot for time matching 

 

 

Table 3. Number of real keywords with significance 
No. of requested keywords Time for matching 

1 0 
3 1 

5 2 

7 3 
9 4 

11 5 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Number of real keywords with significance 

 

 

Table 4. Number of requests keyword vs. time 
No. of requested keywords Time for matching 

1 0 

2 1 
3 2 

4 3 

5 4 
6 5 

 

 

In these experimental results, minimizing a value for the configuration parameter enhanced the 

duration of writing data through embarrassing data to storage device regularly and it minimized the execution 

process. Therefore, in a testing framework, this method fixes the greater value to 64-bit long and make it as 

default.  
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4.1.  Comparative analysis 

This section shows comparative analysis of proposed storage benchmark kit framework with the 

recent research methods. This section compared in terms of number of files as well as execution time in 

seconds is shown in Table 5. The number of files and execution time is more efficient than existing methods. 

The proposed method's execution time is more efficient than the other methods.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 5. Number of requests keyword vs. time 

 

 

Table 5. Comparative analysis of the proposed method with the existing method 
Method Number of files Execution time (sec) 

Simple data interface [18] 100k 70.801 

Distributed data protection system [19] 500k 60.681 

Proposed storage benchmark kit 100k 65.530 
500k 40.826 

1000k 30.351 

 

 

4.2.  Discussion 

This section provides the discussion about proposed method and its result comparisons. This section 

discusses the limitations of the existing methods as well as the proposed method discusses how to overcome 

these limitations. The simple data interface [18] had the limitation such as extended read operations can 

cause the performance even if a connector was placed randomly from the storage of the cloud. The flexible 

CryptDICE [19] does not provide efficient computations and variable blocked-σ-SIMD method (VBSF) 

fixed-sized blocks impact difficulties in zero padding as well as data to reuse are the limitations found from 

existing methods. In existing Kafka (version 2.3.0), the producer and consumer benchmark tool are utilized 

for writing and reading performance benchmarking and helps one producer or writer as well as consumer or 

reader. But, in real-time application, there will be multiple approaches as clear out or reading data from or to 

an individual Kafka client. The synchronization of various threads minimizes the benchmark tool’s 

robustness and it does not capable to clear out the amount of data to the Kafka client. The proposed SBK 

framework overcomes these limitations of the existing methods. The SBK is utilized for file storage and 

retrieval. The proposed method utilized the 1000k number of files to perform the read or write operation with 

the execution time 30.351 sec where the distributed data protection system [19] have utilized the 500k 

number of files and it was executed on the 60.681sec to perform the read or write operations respectively. 

 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, the framework of the SBK design and implementation are presented at a large scale 

with some readers and writers. This design can be used for solving the synchronization problems among 

some readers/callback (push) readers, and writers. The SBK design transports standard storage interface 

APIs, that are increased to contain a storage driver to handle storage client/device performance. The locally 

mounted file systems, streaming storage platforms, distributed file and messaging systems, key-value, object 

storage systems, and database systems are the grouped large storage SBK benchmarking. The SBK is utilized 

as the general framework to manage the benchmarking performance between the same group storage 

systems. The SBK design is flexible to encompass the non-persistent benchmarking performance in memory 
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message queues as well as it is utilized to compare the multiple file systems performance. The proposed 

method achieved the execution time of 65.530 s for 100k number of files, 40.826 s for 500k number of files 

and execution time of 30.351 s for number of files of 1000k.  

The proposed method has some limitations such as multiple encryption operations are required to 

encrypt each member of an entity individually and it is computationally expensive and intensive. In the 

future, the proposed storage benchmark kit will extend to check with the real-time applications for enhancing 

the storage performance.  
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